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What question are we going to 
answer today?

What are the key things to learn 
about Lean when you’re just 

getting started?



The Key Things

1. What Lean isn’t

2. What Lean is

3. Its Main Principles

4. Continuous Improvement is Routine

5. Lean Doesn’t Exist



1. What Lean Isn’t



Lean is not the answer 
to your question





2. What Lean Is





3. Its Main Principles



Creating customer value
through continuous improvement,

with respect for people.



Organizational purpose

1. What do we make (or provide)?

2. Who do we make it for?

3. How can we tell if it’s any good?



1
What do we make?



1. What do we make?

🚚
Objects

Paperwork

Determination (or status)

❤
Understanding

Human touch

Points of service



2
Who do we make it for?



3
How can we tell if 

it’s any good?



Organizational purpose

1. What do we make (or provide)?

2. Who do we make it for?

3. How can we tell if it’s any good?





–Louis Kahn

“Very good is less than good.” 



–Louis Kahn

“Not the beautiful, just beauty.” 



–Louis Kahn

“Very good is less than good.” 

“Not the beautiful, just beauty.” 



Make the work visible







I am measuring something vital 
to our organizational purpose!



I am measuring something vital 
to our organizational purpose!

PLUS unexamined variation 
built into a particular value 

stream!



I am measuring something vital 
to our organizational purpose!

PLUS unexamined variation 
built into a particular value 

stream!

PLUS differences in 
measurement across various 

sites!



What do you notice?



Value stream thinking



Value stream thinking

👍
Customer perspective

Who makes it happen?

What do they need?

Stability (or safety)

👎
Org chart / departments

Hierarchies

Tacit knowledge

Accountability









4. Continuous
Improvement Is Routine





–Heraclitus

“It is weariness to keep 
toiling at the same 

things so one becomes 
ruled by them.”



–Heraclitus

“It is weariness to keep 
toiling at the same 

things so one becomes 
ruled by them.”







10× communication





Things get messy



Things get messy when…
People can’t directly see work, waste, and problems.

People aren’t in the same location.

People do not agree on their purpose or value they 
create.

Skills, authority, and responsibility are not balanced.

Management does not communicate.

People know they can outlive their leadership.



5. Lean Doesn’t Exist



–Woody Allen

“What if everything is an illusion and nothing exists? 
In that case, I definitely overpaid for my carpet.”



–Charles Fort

“One measures a circle, beginning anywhere.” 

Where to start?



Where to start?

Level-setting. 

Organize around a problem using value stream 
thinking.

Continuous improvement: PDSA.

Communicate across all levels of the organization.

Develop people.



What are the key things to 
learn about Lean when you’re 

just getting started?



The Key Things

1. What Lean isn’t

2. What Lean is

3. Its Main Principles

4. Continuous Improvement is Routine

5. Lean Doesn’t Exist



Resources to download and use:

koneconsulting.com/resources

Contact us:

Craig → craig.fitzgerald@koneconsulting.com

Brian → brian.kerr@koneconsulting.com 


